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Executive Summary
In this Sabbatical Report, I initially share how my school stumbled across the concept of
asynchronous and Flipped Learning as a successful educational response to the 2020
Covid lockdown.
I explore what Flipped Learning is in secondary and tertiary education and how it rapidly
grew around the world. With this, I examine research findings into the benefits and
challenges.
I then move into explaining what In-Class Flipped Learning is which is more suitable for
Primary/Elementary education. I discovered that there is little commentary and no
international research that I could find into this approach as it is reasonably new. Instead, I
offer my own school’s research findings and that of Ashurst School in Palmerston North.
In the last chapter, I consider two key challenges that are hindering many from developing
Flipped Learning in their educational establishments, namely time and pedagogical
understanding. I then suggest some recommendations to resolve these as well as raising
a final consideration for how Flipped Learning can be a solution to providing teaching and
learning for students who are impacted by Covid.
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Rationale and Purpose
When COVID-19 hit NZ schools and we were going into lockdown, all schools were
presented with the problem of how to educate students from a distance. At this time I was
inspired by an article in the NZ Herald that outlined what Hobsonville Point School was
initially doing. They were inspired by a few overseas educators including the Global Online
Academy who wrote a post that opened my eyes to the use of asynchronous learning.
I took this idea to my staff and together we developed a new approach for our context and
called it ‘Home Based Learning.’
One of the successful elements of this approach was the use of short teaching videos
developed by my staff that were then shared with students so they could watch them
before online teacher-led Math, Reading or Writing workshops. These instructional videos
enabled students to engage in asynchronous learning and this worked well for families as
it gave them greater flexibility, especially for those with larger families, limited devices and
parents juggling this and trying to work from home.
What we didn't know at the time was this strategy was not new but very similar to an
approach called Flipped Learning. What we implemented was so successful during
lockdown that we strategically embarked on a journey to embed this approach into our
Year 5 + 6 programme as part of our Board Annual Plan for 2021 and 2022.
The plan for the study part of my sabbatical included:
1) Online research into what national and international research says about Flipped
Learning in a Primary School setting.
2) Visiting schools in New Zealand that are using the teaching approach of Flipped
Learning and make contact with other schools worldwide.
3) Completing the Flipped Learning Level 1 and 2 Master Classes provided by the Flipped
Learning Global Initiative https://learn.flglobal.org/collections
4) Writing up a summary report of my findings to share online in the Educational Leaders
Forum, with the Invercargill Primary Principals Association and my School Board.
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Research Findings
a) Flipped Learning (Secondary and Tertiary Education)
Flipped Learning has seen rapid growth around the world after Jon Bergmann and Aaron
Sams began using technology in 2007 to record Chemistry lessons for their secondary
students who often had to miss class for sporting and cultural events. They soon
discovered that “after they flipped their classroom, students began interacting more in
class. Moreover, because time could be used more flexibly, students who were behind
received more individual attention while advanced students continued to progress.”1
Click on the following videos/links to hear Jon Bergmann and then Aaron Sams explain
what Flipped Learning is:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=quoTkqgavlY

https://youtu.be/4a7NbUIr_iQ
1

“A Review of Flipped Learning” Flipped Learning Network, 2013
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From Jon and Aaron’s simple start in 2007 word spread in educational circles and Flipped
Learning took off! The following graphs illustrate the rapid growth of Flipped Learning in
the United States and globally. They are taken from research published in 2019 entitled:
“The Era of Flipped Learning: promoting active learning and higher-order thinking with
innovative flipped learning strategies and supporting systems.”
Figure 1: Number of flipped learning studies published in the SCOPUS database:

Figure 2: Number of flipped learning studies for individual application domains:
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Figure 3: Number of flipped learning studies published by individual countries or regions:

The following research entitled “A Review of Flipped Learning” completed by the Flipped
Learning Network, is an older piece of research published in 2013 but gives a good
overview and presents the following key benefits of Flipped Learning that are still relevant
today:
● Active learning (increasing student engagement and participation through
collaborative learning activities that include discussions, problem solving, project
work and other hands on activities)
● Peer instruction
● Priming (exposing students to initial video instruction prior to the classwork leads to
improved memory/recall)
● Pre-training (reducing cognitive load on students)
● Diverse learners support (providing more time to cater for the range of learners
within the classroom)

I found little-to-no research to indicate that Flipped Learning is less effective than
traditional approaches to teaching and learning. It is important to note that Flipped
Learning is not a “magic bullet” and still requires teachers to build strong relationships with
their students, plan and teach well so as to respond accurately to their individual needs.
An article written by journalists from The Hechinger Report and published in 2020 raised
some concerns about Flipped Learning. While acknowledging that Flipped Learning leads
to improved academic outcomes for students, it makes a case that the impact is small and
it could be better when designed well. Of the 114 studies examined in the report, there was
a mixture of responses and it raised the bigger question about the significant effort in
creating teacher videos compared to the gains made. It recommended teachers work in
teams to spread the load.
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In 2021, a meta-analysis entitled “To Flip or Not to Flip? A Meta-Analysis of the Efficacy of
Flipped Learning in Higher Education” analyzed more than 300 studies conducted on
flipped learning, comprising more than 51,000 subjects. The studies looked at the
effectiveness of a flipped classroom vs. lecture-based instruction from the same teacher
and declared:
“...the effects of flipped versus lecture-based learning on academic, intra-/interpersonal,
and satisfaction-related outcomes in higher education. Overall, flipped classroom
interventions produced positive gains across all three learning domains, and we found
significant advantages of flipped over lecture-based instruction for seven out of eight
outcomes.”2
There is much more research that relates to secondary and tertiary education but for the
purpose of this report, I want to now shift the focus to “In-Class” Flipped Learning as this
relates to the primary/elementary classroom that I am most interested in.

2

“To Flip or Not to Flip? A Meta-Analysis of the Efficacy of Flipped Learning in Higher Education” 2021
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b) In-Class Flipped Learning (Primary/Elementary Education)
As I researched Flipped Learning and after completing the Flipped Learning 3.0
Certification Level 1 and Level 2 it quickly became apparent that this approach to teaching
and learning is obviously “loud” and well researched in Secondary and Tertiary education
around the world but I found much less content and studies in ERIC relating to flipped
learning in the primary/elementary domain. The ones I did find indicated the positive
impact flipped learning has in the primary/elementary domain. Benefits included:
● Higher student satisfaction and engagement
● Increased student agency
● Reduced student anxieties
● Improved classroom instruction
● Increase in thinking skills
● Improved student learning outcomes
However, these reports focused on the traditional Flipped Learning approach that
Secondary and Tertiary education engages in where at home students engage in the
instructional videos/activities for homework and then come to school the next day for the
higher-order thinking and follow-up activities. I could not find research outside New
Zealand (other than blog posts or other commentaries) that focused on In-Class Flipped
Learning. This is the approach we found successful in our Year 5+6 classes in 2021.
To introduce and help explain what In-Class Flipped Learning is, I made the following
video for my parent community:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I0yaZgplaKg
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The significant difference between traditional and In-Class flipped learning is that the
instructional content (which is largely videos but can be written material), is viewed at
school during class time. The benefits of this compared to the traditional flipped classroom
approach include:
1. No Added Homework - it is important that primary/elementary aged students spend
a good chunk of their time after school connecting with their family and having
downtime after a full day. Here in New Zealand primary schools the value of
homework and the amount expected to be completed has shrunk considerably over
recent years.
2. Frees Up Families - families today are already stretched with their own
responsibilities, sporting commitments, cultural activities, etc, that often after school
they do not have time to engage in further school related work or flipped content.
3. 100% Engagement - moving the flipped content into the classroom guarantees
students have engaged in the required learning before the teacher workshop and
planned follow-up classroom activities.
4. Peer/Teacher Support - while students are engaging in the flipped content they can
also receive effective support from the teacher or peers if they come unstuck.
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c) In-Class Flipped Learning in a New Zealand Context
Myross Bush School:
As Principal of Myross Bush School, I recorded our first year in 2021 implementing
In-Class Flipped Learning in Maths. I did this by collecting student and teacher voice for a
Year 5 class and a Year 6 class (47 students) over four Terms. The results of the Term 4
student survey are presented below (1 indicates “It does not help” through to a 10 which
indicates “It really helps”):

From the graphs above you can see a high proportion of students benefited from the
In-Class Flipped Learning approach. I have not come across an approach or strategy that
works for every student in a class so it was realistic to see some who did not. However,
what I noticed is that these students were the ones that appreciated the extra face-to-face
time with the teacher that In-Class Flipped Learning enabled.
The top 3 themes recorded from students’ voice are:
1.
“I like watching the videos and being able to rewind or fast forward to suit me.”
2.
“Videos have helped me to understand things more.”
3.
“I enjoy going at my own speed and completing the slides.”
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Finally, when students were asked if they would recommend Flipped Learning to other
students, 45 out of 47 students responded with “Yes.”
As 2021 was our first year engaging in In-Class Flipped Learning, we focused primarily on
Math and used the Progressive Achievement Test (PAT) to gain quantitative data. By
comparing scale scores with the norm reference group over 3 years of learning, we were
able to graph the following data:

The data showed that in 2021 our Year 5 + 6 cohorts both achieved their highest mean
scale scores above the Norm Reference group (a nationally representative sample of
students).
Furthermore, the two classroom teachers were asked to complete a Strengths, Weakness
Opportunities and Threats analysis (SWOT). As part of this, they said that In-Class Flipped
Learning has led to:
● Students able to be seen by the teacher every day (compared to every second day
historically)
● Teachers able to spend more time with those who need it
● A higher level of student engagement
● Students able to work more at their own pace (slower or faster)
● Students attacking Math word problems more confidently
● Students who are Below the Expectation, demonstrate significant growth in
confidence
● Teacher professional development
● The students love Math through Flipped Learning and are hungry for more!
From the SWOT analysis the areas identified by the teachers as “Weaknesses” were:
- The teacher frustrations with a small percentage of students who occasionally
forget to charge their device at home and it went flat at school. (To get around this
they are able to use a classroom iPad for the day.)
- The initial outlay of time needed to procure or create instructional videos. (What I
did notice is that as they became more experienced in this they got faster but
developing the initial bank of videos is a big investment.)
Overall from my perspective as a Principal, the outcome of our first year was very
pleasing. These positive results inspired the teachers and School Board to commit to
developing further the In-Class Flipped Learning teaching and learning.
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In 2022 our current big goals are to:
1) Implement In-Class Flipped Learning in Writing and Reading.
2) Analyse the teacher workshops and follow-up activities to ensure and further
develop higher-order thinking skills through the use of Bloom’s Taxonomy
questioning stems.
For further information on how we set up our systems, you can read the FAQ In-Class
Flipped Learning document I created for our parents.

Ashurst School
Our journey at Myross Bush School took a significant leap when we visited Ashurst School
in Palmerston North. Shortly after Heath Chittendon became Principal he moved all
classes from Year 1-8 to In-Class Flipped Learning in 2016.
In 2018 the Ministry of Education visited Ashurst School to interview staff and students and
build a new Flipped Learning resource on the TKI website under “Snapshots of Learning.”
The webpage has a number of insightful videos on Ashurst School’s journey and the below
benefits of In-Class Flipped Learning were identified in these videos:
● Teachers are able to tailor the learning more to individual student needs
(personalised learning)
● Their instruction is less ‘waffle’ and more succinct
● Teachers are able to spend more time building relationships with students
● Teachers' time with students is spent more on developing the higher levels of
thinking
● Teachers report that they “Can see every student every day.”
● Students can watch and rewatch the instructional videos as often as they need, to
support their learning
● It is an inclusive approach to learning as students with barriers to learning benefit
from the video instruction they engage in at their own pace
● Students have greater independence and choice in their learning
In 2016 boys Writing was a focus for the whole school as 61% of boys were At or Above
the expected level. In-Class Flipped Learning was implemented at that time and by 2018
boys' Writing rose to 72%.
In 2019 the Education Review Office (ERO) wrote the following comment in their report
after their visit to Ashurst School:
“Students are confident and articulate about their learning. They work effectively together
and independently. They are engaged in purposeful learning contexts and high level
teacher questioning further promotes their thinking and understanding. Teachers know
their learners well. The ‘flipped learning’ approach is supported with clear learning
intentions and aligned tasks. It promotes students developing their own learning strategies.
Students recognise ‘flipped learning’ as an effective learning tool.” 3
3

Ashurst School ERO Report, July 2019
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Challenges and Considerations
The two biggest challenges I have come across that have hindered others from developing
a flipped learning approach are:
1) Time - creating flipped video content is not a quick task and those who enjoy
technology have found it easier than others. The Flipped Learning 3.0 Master
Classes recommend teachers create their own flipped videos as they know their
students best and so can make and target the video content to meet their needs. It
was also noted that they can make the videos faster than trolling through the
internet to find the correct content, length and delivery that would be suitable for
their students.
However, I believe we need to balance this with time pressures teachers have,
especially in a primary/elementary school where classroom release is minimal. The
approach we have taken which has been effective is:
a) Firstly, identify what the students' instructional needs are.
b) Then, complete a quick internet search (maximum of 5 minutes) for the right
flip video - if you can’t find the content, then create it yourself.
This has been successful as there is a lot of educational content online. Secondly,
teachers have found this exercise has contributed to their own professional
development as they watched other video content and delivery.
2) Pedagogical Understanding - a misunderstanding or limited understanding of what
and how to engage in Flipped Learning presents a hidden barrier - you simply don’t
know what you don’t know. What has worked well for us, to get around this is:
1) Professional development gained through visiting another school and
networking online with those who are experienced. Start by copying another
school’s model of Flipped Learning and refine it from there. You can be
further empowered by completing the Flipped Learning 3.0 Level 1 Master
Class.
2) Doing it in groups/teams where learning and flipped content is shared
(saving time) and “iron sharpens iron.” Implementing a new approach with
someone else is both supportive and gives opportunity for greater reflection.
To better support my own school’s journey and other schools who want to begin the
journey, I met in Palmerston North with a small group of New Zealand educational leaders.
We are in the early stages of forming a new support network that will share flip content,
model good practice and offer professional development for teachers and schools.
A final consideration I propose is that Flipped Learning is raised as a suitable approach to
meet the needs of students who are increasingly absent from school. The educational
landscape has changed since Covid and schools need to find effective ways to reach
students when they are isolating or sick. It worked very well for us during the ongoing
Covid lockdowns and has been an easy answer for students who are in isolation. For
example, while writing this report, my daughter was home sick but still able to work. She
hardly missed a beat with her classroom learning as she continued with her Math, Reading
and Writing using her Chromebook and the flipped content delivered by her teachers
through Google Classroom.
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Conclusion
I have thoroughly enjoyed the study into Flipped Learning during my sabbatical. It has
confirmed to me that Flipped Learning is beneficial to teaching and student learning in
primary, secondary and tertiary education.
I concur with the following statement: “In early studies, researchers focused on
investigating the effectiveness of flipped learning by comparing its performance with that of
traditional instruction. Nowadays, many studies have already reported the effectiveness of
flipped learning, and hence researchers have started to investigate whether adopting
innovative strategies or technologies can make flipped learning more effective.”4
Robert Talbert, a University Professor in the US, states that “Flipped Learning is not just
another teaching tactic, but rather a Meta-Strategy that supports all others.” Examples of
other strategies that teachers can spend more time on because of the space Flipped
Learning creates include; Project-Based Learning, Passion Projects, Inquiry, Peer
Instruction, First Person Narrative, Socratic Seminars, etc. These strategies develop
Active learning and higher-order thinking.
I expect that in the years to come, the vocabulary of the “Flipped Classroom” is used less
and less as it becomes what we do in the “normal classroom.”

4

“The Era of Flipped Learning: promoting active learning and higher order thinking with innovative flipped
learning strategies and supporting systems” Interactive Learning Environments, 2019
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Flipped Learning Educators and Networks:
As part of my sabbatical, I sought out educators and Flipped Learning networks nationally
and internationally. The following is a list of those I would recommend if you want to
connect or dive deeper into Flipped Learning:
● Flipped Learning Global Initiative - the international website for all things Flipped
Learning
● Jon Bergmann - one of the pioneers of Flipped Learning
● Ashurst School in Palmerston North is leading the way with ‘In-Class” Flipped
Learning and it is worth a visit to talk with the Principal Heath Chittendon and see it
in action.
● Martha Ramirez and Carolina Buitrago - experienced teachers in In-Class Flipped
Learning. They have just released a book entitled “In-Class Flip: A Student Centred
Approach to Flipped Learning” (unfortunately this book was due to be published
after I finished my Sabbatical Report)
● Facebook Groups:
○ Flipped Learning Teachers - Private group (4.9K members)
○ The Flipped Learning Network - Public group (2.3K members)
○ New Zealand Flipped Learning Network - Public group (38 members)
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